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Abstract

Hash chain mechanism has been widely used into a variety of encryption applications and services. The introduction of 
renewable Hash chain overcomes resource-constrained defect in traditional Hash chains, but many current renewable 
schemes still hold unsatisfactory performance especially on security and complexity. This paper proposed a novel 
self-renewable Hash chain construction scheme based on Ito-Saito-Nishizeki secret sharing scheme (SSS). It has proved 
that the proposed Hash chain scheme has higher security and less consumption of communication, computation and 
memory than the typical schemes proposed in the existing literatures. 
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1  Introduction � 

Hash function is characterized by one-wayness and high 
computational efficiency, therefore, Hash chain 
mechanism has been widely used in various encryption 
applications and services, such as one-time password 
system [1], digital signature mechanism, key distribution 
scheme [2], micropayment protocol [3], broadcast 
authentication [4], video streaming security [5–6] and so 
on. However, most of these applications are constrained by 
the resource of Hash chain with finite length [7]. It is a 
strange phenomenon that the length of Hash chain 
contradicts itself. On one hand, with a short length, Hash 
chain will be consumed quickly. When it is exhausted, the 
system needs to be reinitialized to generate a new chain in 
virtue of public key signature technology, which seriously 
reduces the efficiency and increases the computational 
complexity. On the other hand, with a long length, Hash 
chain will increase the storage consumption immediately. 
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The longer the chain is the lower service efficiency it will 
have. Because the length of the chain is the number of 
Hash calculations the initialization needs to execute, the 
longer one will increase burden and make time assignment 
unreasonable. 

To solve this contradiction, many papers have proposed 
new Hash chain schemes. In 2004, Goyal proposed the 
re-initializable Hash chain (RHC) scheme (http://eprint. 
iacr.org/2004/097.pdf), whose main idea is that when a 
RHC is exhausted, a new RHC can be regenerated safely 
and undeniably. 

In 2006, on the basis of RHC, Ref. [7] proposed the 
elegant re-initializable Hash chain (ERHC) scheme.   
In the initialization phase, the sender generates 

� �� �lb 1L L� �� �� 	  random numbers, and unites them into 

SU, and hashes them, and unites the Hash results into PU. 
Then, treat PU as seed to compute a Hash chain with the tip 
hk(PU), which would be sent securely. And when a Hash 
chain is exhausted, the sender generates new instances US 
 , 

UP
  and a new chain with tip hk( UP
 ). As for hk( UP
 ), part of 
the corresponding SU needs to be sent. And then the 
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receiver can verify it by comparing PU with the received 
part of SU. ERHC smoothly generates a new chain when 
the old one is exhausted, so, it constructs infinite length 
Hash chain logically. However, it may be chosen-plaintext 
attacked owning to publishing part of SU to achieve 
verification. 

In 2008, Ref. [8] proposed the self-updating Hash  
chain (SUHC) scheme based on hard core predicate 
algorithm. The main idea of SUHC is that it distributes the 
first chain’s every key value with one bit of the second 
one’s tip. In this manner, the receiver would gain all bits of 
second chain’s tip when the first one is exhausted. 

In the same year, on the basis of Ref. [8], Ref. [9] 
proposed the self-renewal Hash chain (SRHC) scheme. 
The primary distinction between the above two schemes is 
the different selection algorithm of random numbers. 
SUHC selects a random number named SRi meeting the 
condition of B(SRi)=�
 [i], and obtains PRi by hashing SRi. 
While SRHC selects a random number Ri meeting the 
condition of B(hk-i(s)||Ri)=�
 [i]. The security distributions 
of tips of SUHC and SRHC all rely on the security 
distribution of k random numbers; k denotes the length of 
chain. And the above two schemes demand all the random 
numbers received integrally and inevitably. Thus, the tip of 
the new chain can be reconstructed. Obviously, they have 
abandoned the original fault-tolerance of Hash chain. 

The analyses of the above typical schemes have 
demonstrated that whether RHC, ERHC or SUHC, SRHC, 
they all transform or map every bit of the new chain’s tip 
into a random number, making the security of the new tip 
decided by the safe distribution of the random numbers. In 
addition, only if they receive all the random numbers 
integrally would they regenerate the new tip correctly. 
Consequently, they all weaken the security and increase 
the consumptions.  

Aimed at overcoming the inadequacies of the above 
schemes, this paper proposes a novel self-renewal Hash 
chain scheme based on Ito-Saito-Nishizeki SSS (SRHC- 
ISN). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 
introduces some new definitions and conceptions. Sect. 3 
presents the whole process of SRHC-ISN elaborately.  
Sect. 4 analyses the performances of SRHC-ISN and 
presents the comparisons of SRHC-ISN with RHC, ERHC, 
SUHC and SRHC. Sect. 5 concludes the paper. 

2  Background knowledge 

In this section, we intend to introduce some basic facts 

about SSS and the definition about Ito-Saito-Nishizeki 
SSS. Then, we briefly present the process of integrating CA 
with Hash chain’s seed s. 

2.1  Basic facts about SSS 

Let n be an integer, 2n , the set of participants be 
P={p1,p2,...,pn}, and an access structure A defined on P 
comprises of a collection of subsets of P. A is a monotone 
access structure if whenever Aa �  and Ab  , then 

( , )b a a b P� � . And A ({1, 2,..., }) / AP n�  is called the 
unauthorized access structure. 

Definition 1  The sets AC �  with / AC c �  for all 
c C�  are called the minimal sets of A, the collection of 
which is denoted by Amin. The sets AC �  with 

AC c ��  for all /c C P C� �  are called the maximal 
unauthorized sets of A , the collection of which is denoted 
by maxA . 

Equivalently, an A-SSS is a method of generating (S, 
(I1,…, In)) such that  

1) for any Aa � , �nding the element S, given the set 
{Ii | i a� } is easy; 

2) for any Aa � , �nding the element S, given the set 
{Ii | i a� } is intractable; 

The set A will be referred to as the authorized access 
structure or simply as the access structure, S will be 
referred to as the secret and I1, ..., In will be referred to as 
the shares (or the shadows) of S. The elements of the set A 
will be referred to as the authorized access sets of the 
scheme. 

Definition 2  A cumulative map (�, S) for A is a finite 
set S accompanied by a mapping � : P�2S (where 2S is the 
collection of all subsets of S) such that for Q � P, 

= A
a Q

a S Q�

�

� �� . 

2.2  Ito-Saito-Nishizeki SSS 

Definition 3  Let A be a monotone authorized access 
structure of size n and let B1, …, Bm be the corresponding 
maximal unauthorized access sets. The cumulative array 
for the access structure A, denoted by CA, is the n×m 
matrix, where 1 , 1( )A

i, j i n j mC  where 

A
,

0, if  
1, if  

j
i  j

j

i B
i B
���� � ���

C  

for all 1 i n  and 1 j m . 
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Let consider now an arbitrary (m, m)-threshold SSS with 
the secret S and the corresponding shadows s1,..., sm. In the 
A-SSS, the shadows I1,..., In corresponding to the secret S 
will be de�ned as 

�� A
, = =1i j i jI s C  

for all 1 i n . 
Based on Definition 3, choose a specified integer n and 

a specified Amin. In such a way, it is easy to obtain the 
corresponding maxA  and m. Then, the cumulative array 
CA for the access structure A can be computed simply. 
Since CA is an n×m matrix, unfold it by row to form a row 
matrix with n×m columns, which can be viewed as a 
binary number with length of n×m, denoted by s. 

3  Hash chain scheme 

In this section, we propose to design a new construction 
scheme of re-initializable Hash chain based on Ito-Saito- 
Nishizeki SSS. In the scheme, there are two entities: a 
distributor and an authenticator. The former one generates 
a Hash chain and employs link values of Hash chain as its 
authentication proofs or tokens, while the later one 
authenticates the validity of these proofs. 

3.1  Initialization 

In initial phase, the distributor and the authenticator 
negotiate the length of Hash chain n, a secure Hash 
function :{0,1}* {0,1}kh �  with a security parameter k, 
which means the output of h is a k-bits string. And they 
also negotiate the initial time T0 and the time threshold Tint, 
which stipulates the valid time interval of each link value. 

1) Initialize a Hash chain. Based on Ito-Saito-Nishizeki 
SSS, compute the initial seed s and generate a Hash chain 
of length n. 

2, ( ), ( ),..., ( )ns h s h s h s  
2) Generate the next chain. The certifier choose a new n 

and Amin, computer the new seed s
 , and generate a new 
Hash chain. 

2, ( ), ( ),..., ( )ns h s h s h s
 
 
 
  
3) Regard hn(s') as the secret S, divide it into m parts, 

denoted by s1,…, sm. Then, on basis of matrix CA, 
computer n shadows I1,…, In. 

4) Compute the message authentication code (MAC), 
denoted by  1

0 1( )nh s I� �� � . 
5) Publish hn(s) to the authenticator securely. 

3.2  Distribution 

In the phase of distribution, the distributor computes and 
distributes link values and tokens for authentication. For 
the ith (i=1, 2,…, n � 1) distribution the distributor does: 

1) Compute the link value of Hash chain 1( )n ih s� �  and 
1( ) ( ( ))n i n ih s h h s� � �� . 

2) Compute the MAC, denoted by 1
1( )n i

i ih s I� � �
�� � . 

3) Construct and distribute the certification frame 
( ( )n ih s� , Ii, i� ). 

And in the nth distribution, publish the secret (s, In). 

3.3  Authentication 

For the ith authentication the verifier does: 
(1) If the receiving time is less than or equal to T0+i×Tint, 

then receive the certification frame ( ( )n ih s� , Ii, i� ) from 
the distributor. 

1) Compute and verify whether h( ( )n ih s� ) equals to 
1( )n ih s� � , where 1( )n ih s� �  is a link value sent in the last 

valid session and saved. 
2) Compute and verify whether MAC ( )n i

ih s I� �  
equals to 1i� � . 

If all checks are passed, then the authenticator verifies 
the distributor successfully and then stores the shadows Ii. 

(2) If the receiving time is more than T0+i×Tint, drop 
( )n ih s�  and Ii, save i� . Then, it will wait for the next 

valid certification frame ( ( )n jh s� , Ij, j� ), where j > i. 

1) Compute and verify whether hj-i+1(hn-j(s)) equals to 
hn-i+1(s), where hn-i+1(s) is a link value sent in the last valid 
session and saved. 

2) Compute and verify whether MAC ( )n j
jh s I� �  

equals to 1j� � . 

If all checks are passed, then the authenticator verifies 
the distributor successfully and then stores the shadows Ii. 

3.4  Recombination 

After all link values been distributed, that is to say, the 
whole Hash chain exhausted, the authenticator has stored 
the seed s and n or fewer shadows Ii. 

Compute the cumulative array CA. In a contrary manner 
to constructing s, the authenticator can regenerate CA from 
the known s, n.

Compute the secret S. Based on CA, pick si form Ij in 
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orders, where 1,2,...,i m�  and 1,2,...,j n� . And it is 
easy to recombine S from s1, s2,..., sm. That means the 
authenticator obtains the next chain’s tip hn(s').

3.5  Self-renewal 

After recombining, the next chain starts to work and 
another new chain is generated including a seed s'' and the 
corresponding tip ( )nh s

 . Iteration of above processes has 
a result that Hash chains work continuously and infinitely. 

4  Analysis 

In this section, we intend to discuss security, validity 
and complexity of the proposed Hash scheme in Sect. 3. 

4.1  Security 

The security of this scheme is based on one-way 
function and Ito-Saito-Nishizeki SSS. In the phase of 
distribution, the purpose of XORing Hash link value 

1( )n ih s� �  and the shadow Ii+1 is to maintain the integrity 
and confidentiality of Ii+1, while the adoption of delaying 
the disclosure of Ii in certification frame is to guarantee the 
non-repudiation. 

Meanwhile, in the phase of authentication, the tolerance 
of message loss or fault is embodied in the scheme. 
Because, in Ito-Saito-Nishizeki SSS, CA is an n×m matrix, 
which means that every secret shadow si averagely appears 
n/2 times in the n shadows I1, I2,…, In for all 1 i m . 
Thus, even the worst, there are more than n/2 certification 
frames lost or dropped, part of the secret S can also be 
verified by the less than m valid si for all 1 i m . Not 
mention that, under normal circumstances, with the low 
packet loss or fault ratio, our scheme can work steadily 
and strongly. 

Twice authentication processes in the phase of 
authentication have been proposed to strengthen the 
security and integrity. The first process occurs at the time 
when the authenticator judges whether the receiving time 
is valid. Only the ( )n ih s�  and Ii in valid time interval are 
stored to be authenticated twice. And the second process 
happens when the authenticator judges whether ( )n ih s�  is 
valid through the authenticated and stored 1( )n ih s� � , and 
whether iI  is valid through ( )n ih s�  and 1i� � . Only 
passing the twice authentications can the disclosure packet 
of shadow Ii be accepted. 

In addition, the sequence of si is based on the seed s, 
which is one of the critical factors of this scheme. And the 
sequence is exactly the matrix CA, which is also the seed s 
of the first Hash chain. Thanks to one-wayness of Hash 
function again, before distributing s, all the secret shadows 
si cannot be differentiated from the shadows I1, I2,…, In, 
not mention to put them in order. 

4.2  Validity 

The proposed scheme distributes the Hash link value 
and the deformed shadow information first, and then 
publishes the link value with the shadow. Because of the 
non-repudiation and one-wayness of Hash function, the 
scheme can correctly authenticate the shadows of secret S. 
And with the matrix CA computed by s, it can put the 
secret shadows si in order to reconstruct the secret S, which 
is just the tip hn(s’) of the next chain. 

4.3  Complexity 

The consumptions of SRHC-ISN have been compared 
with the ones of RHC, ERHC, SUHC and SRHC as 
follows, from three aspects, computation, communication 
and memory. Table 1 shows the detailed parameters of the 
above schemes. 

Here are some explanations about the mentioned 
parameters. 

1) k means the output of Hash function is a k-bits string. 
2) n means the length of Hash chain. 
3) m means the number of secret shadows in SRHC- 

ISN. 
4) H means the computation consumption of the Hash 

function. 
5) U means the computation consumption of the union 

operation. 
6) R, RB, RB' means the computation consumptions of 

generating a random number in RHC, ERHC, SUHC or 
SRHC respectively. 

7) B, B' means the computation consumption of 
obtaining one bit from a random number by hard core 
predicate in SUHC and SRHC respectively. 

8) CA, I, P means the computation consumption of 
generating a matrix CA, computing the shadows Ij and 
picking secret shadows si form Ij in SRHC-ISN 
respectively. 

9) X means the computation consumption of XOR. 
10) lenH means the communication or memory 
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consumption of k (bit). 
11) lens means the communication or memory 

consumption of the seed of Hash chain. 
12) lenr means the communication or memory 

consumption of the generated random number. 

13) lenI means the communication or memory 
consumption of shadows Ij in SRHC-ISN. 

14) lense means the communication or memory 
consumption of the secret shadows si in SRHC-ISN. 

Table 1  The consumptions in RHC, ERHC, SUHC, SRHC and SRHC-ISN 
Comp. (3 2) 2k H R� � �  

Comm. H2len  Initialization 

Memo. s r H2(len len ) 4len� �  

Comp. � � 21/ 2 ( 3 4) 2( 1)k k H k R� � ��  

Comm. r3 len 6 2k k� �  

RHC 
Distribution 

Authentication 
Combination Memo. r Hlen  ( 2)lenk k� � �  

Comp. 2( lb 1) 2( lb 1) 2n k k H k k R U� � � � � � � � �� � � �� 	 � 	  
Comm. 0 Initialization 
Memo. H r(2 1)len 2 lenk k� �  

Comp. � � 21/ 2 ( lb 1)n n k k H� � � �� �� 	  

Comm. H r2( lb 1)len ( lb 1)lenn k k k k� � � � � �� � � �� 	 � 	  

ERHC 
Distribution 

Authentication 
Combination 

Memo. H( lb 1)lenn k k k� � � �� �� 	  

Comp. B(3 1)k H R� � �  

Comm. H2len  Initialization 
Memo. s r H2len len 4len� �  

Comp. � � 21/ 2 ( 6 4) ( 1) Bk k H k R kB� � � � �  

Comm. H r(6 3)len 2 lenk k� �  

SUHC 
Distribution 

Authentication 
Combination Memo. H r( 2)len lenk k� � �  

Comp. 3 BkH R 
�  

Comm. H2len  Initialization 
Memo. s r H2len len 3len� �  

Comp. � � 2
B1/ 2 ( 5 2) ( 1)k k H k R kB
 
� � � � �  

Comm. H r(4 2)len 2 lenk k� �  

SRHC 
Distribution 

Authentication 
Combination Memo. H rlen 2lenk k� �  

Comp. A(3 1) 2n H C nI X� � � �  
Comm. 0 Initialization 
Memo. H3len 2k�  

Comp. � � � �21/ 2 (2 1)n n H n X nP U� � � � �  

Comm. � � H4 2 len 2 len In n� �  

SRHC-ISN 
Distribution 

Authentication 
Combination 

Memo. H selen len lenIn n m� �  
 

 
Briefly, suppose that k�n, R�RB�RB, B B
� , H>U, 

AH C I P� � � , H s r selen len len len lenI� � �� , then 
it is easy to compare the consumptions of SRHC-ISN with 
RHC, ERHC, SUHC, SRHC, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2  The comparisons of RHC, ERHC, SUHC, SRHC 
and SRHC-ISN 

Comp. SRHC-ISN<SRHC<SUHC<RHC<ERHC
Comm. ERHC=SRHC-ISN<RHC=SRHC=SUHC

Initialization 

Memo. SRHC-ISN<SRHC<SUHC<RHC<ERHC
Comp. SRHC-ISN<ERHC<RHC<SRHC<SUHC
Comm. SRHC<SRHC-ISN<ERHC<RHC<SUHC

Distribution 
Authentication 
Combination Memo. SRHC<SRHC-ISN<SUHC=RHC<ERHC

The comparisons in Table 2 show that the proposed 
scheme has great performance in the complexity. The 
consumptions of SRHC-ISN in the initialization phase  
are much less than other schemes. While in the phase   
of distribution-authentication-combination, SRHC-ISN’s 
consumptions of communication and memory are a little 
more than SRHC’s but much less than RHC’s, ERHC’s 
and SUHC’s. In addition, the computation consumption of 
SRHC-ISN is always the least. 
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5  Conclusions 

Renewable Hash chains can overcome resource- 
constrained defect in traditional ones. In recent years, 
many literatures have proposed the different and new 
construction schemes of renewable Hash chains, like RHC, 
ERHC, SUHC and SRHC. However, the above four 
schemes have security deficiency or consumption 
deficiency more or less. Aimed at their inadequacies, based 
on Ito-Saito-Nishizeki SSS, this paper has proposed a 
novel self-renewable Hash chain scheme, SRHC-ISN. It 
has theoretically proved that SRHC-ISN maintains 
integrity, confidentiality and non-repudiation by the 
adoption of delaying disclosure and one-wayness. In 
addition, it can also tolerate message loss or fault by the 
property of the shadows in Ito-Saito-Nishizeki SSS. 
Furthermore, the use of twice authentication and 
transformed secret shadows guarantees the scheme 
stronger security. Besides, the analysis of complexity has 
shown that SRHC-ISN has a less consumption than the 
proposed typical schemes in the mass. 
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